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Abstract: The substitution of fossil resources by renewable alternatives is a major challenge for our
society. Kolbe electrolysis converts carboxylic acids to hydrocarbons, which can be used as base
chemicals, specialty chemicals, or fuels. Carboxylic acids may be retrieved from biomass or residues
and, in consequence, can be a sustainable feedstock. Since the Kolbe electrolysis has only been
investigated in lab scale, this work proposes the first basic engineering design study on process
development for a continuously working process. Thermophysical data, including solubility and
boiling point, are used to gain insight into requirements on process equipment such as separation
processes or process parameters such as operating temperature. Furthermore, Aspen Plus was
used to retrieve information on acid base equilibria and azeotropes. The process development for
three different feedstocks (acetic acid, valeric acid and lauric acid) was performed. The process
design shows that most of the process units are rather straightforward and rely on state of the art
technologies. The addition of an alkaline catalyst improves the solubility and deprotonation of the
carboxylic acid but on the cost of a possibly lower product selectivity. Elevation of the operating
temperature above the Krafft point is necessary for long-chain fatty acids. Kolbe electrolysis can be
an interesting technology for future production processes based on carboxylic acids and electricity
from sustainable sources.

Keywords: process development; Kolbe electrolysis; electrochemical process; renewable chemicals;
fatty acids; solubility; carboxylic acid; process flow diagram; Power-to-Chemicals

1. Introduction

Climate change is an inherent problem that the world is facing [1]. The use of renew-
able energies in the electricity sector is capable of reducing CO2 emissions significantly
compared to electricity generation based on fossil fuels. Therefore, the extension of renew-
able energy capacities is ongoing worldwide. For example, in Germany, renewable energy
generation capacity accounted for 57% of the total electricity production capacity in the
year 2018 [2]. In the same year, 40% of Germany’s electricity production stemmed from
renewable sources [3]. A high share of renewable energies, namely fluctuating renewable
energies such as wind and solar power, can cause major strains on the energy system. The
fluctuating electricity generation calls for processes capable of utilizing electricity flexibly.
Especially electrochemical processes offer a flexible power uptake. The water electrolysis
towards hydrogen and oxygen might be the most prominent example as it is an essential
part in the development of flexible Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Liquid process chains.

However, the flexible operation of electrolysis is also possible using organic feedstock.
The Kolbe electrolysis, named after the German chemist Herrmann Kolbe, describes the
electrochemical conversion of carboxylic acids to valuable products. Kolbe described the
decomposition of valeric acid by an electric current [4]. He observed the evolution of hydro-
gen, carbon dioxide and an oleaginous liquid, which consisted of the main product octane
and the side product butyl valerate. The Kolbe electrolysis is capable of connecting the
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utilization of electricity and biomass resources as feedstocks. Therefore, Kolbe electrolysis
can be incorporated in biorefinery concepts [5]. The technology itself addresses a lot of the
twelve principles of Green Chemistry and represents a green production process for future
applications [6].

The first step of the reaction mechanism is the deprotonation of carboxylic acid (R-
COOH) (Equation (1)). At the anode, the deprotonated acid reacts further to a radical and
carbon dioxide (Equation (2)). The Kolbe main product is the hydrocarbon dimer, which is
produced by the combination of two radicals (Equation (3)). At the cathode, the evolution
of hydrogen according to Equation (4) occurs.

R−COOH → R−COO− + H+ (1)

R−COO− → R∗ + CO2 + e− (2)

2 R∗ → R− R (3)

2e− + 2H+ → H2 (4)

R∗ + H2O → ROH + H+ + e− (5)

R−COOH + R−OH 
 R−COO− R + H2O (6)

2 R−COOH → R− R + H2 + 2CO2 (7)

R∗ + H∗ → R−H (8)

Side products such as alcohols (Equation (5)) and olefins (not shown) can be formed
by former oxidation of the radical [7,8]. The alcohol tends to build ester with the carboxylic
acid (Equation (6)). The overall reaction to the main product is depicted in Equation (7).
Additionally, in aqueous solution, the electrolysis of water to hydrogen and oxygen is a
possible side reaction. A high concentration of carboxylic feedstock, e.g., above 0.5 mol/L,
favors the production of the Kolbe product [9] and suppresses water electrolysis [5]. Ahad
and Klerk further assumed that adsorbed hydrogen radicals could react with the alkane
radical as presented in Equation (8) [10].

Low temperature below 27 ◦C and a neutral or slightly alkaline pH value support a
higher selectivity towards the Kolbe product [9]. However, the pH value near the electrode
is not necessarily the same as in the bulk of the liquid phase. Consumption of hydroxide
ions and chemical dissolution of carbon dioxide can significantly lower the pH value near
the electrode [8].

Multiple scientific investigations are already available on the topic of Kolbe electrolysis.
An area of focus within the field is the production of biofuels. Dos Santos et al. investigated
the conversion of fatty acids (FAs) and triglycerides to olefins and ethers [11]. Meyers
et al. showed the production of diesel fuels via Kolbe electrolysis of 3-hydroxy-decanoic
acid [12]. Holzhäuser et al. investigated the production of fuels from different kinds of
feedstock [13]. Nilges et al. used Kolbe electrolysis as a step in the production of octane for
the utilization as fuel [14]. Furthermore, coupling microbial production of carboxylic acids
with Kolbe electrolysis to produce fuels was tested [15].

Another area of focus is the production of chemicals. De Kruijff and Waldvogel pro-
posed the Kolbe electrolysis as a green production route for the production of methoxymethyl
ethers [16]. Wu et al. showed the production of polymers and fuels based on levulinic
acid [17]. Waxes can also be produced based on vegetable oil [18]. Calvin et al. presented
a process design for renewable lubricant production. One process route involves the
utilization of Kolbe electrolysis in order to convert oleic acid [19]. Stang and Harnisch
investigated the Kolbe electrolysis of valeric acid [20]. A study on the utilization of Kolbe
electrolysis for wastewater treatment was conducted on the wastewater of Fischer Tropsch
processes containing acetic acid [10]. Furthermore, progress in cell design is ongoing.
Recently, advances in the design of the electrochemical cells for Kolbe electrolysis were
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reported [21]. These examples show the broad variety of possible feedstocks and products
that can appear in Kolbe electrolysis for the production of fuels and chemicals.

The mentioned studies were mainly conducted in lab-scale under mostly batch process
conditions. Continuously working lab experiments have been performed and flow cells
have been tested [21,22]. However, sufficient information for process development and
upscaling of the technology is missing. Simulations, basic engineering studies of scale-up,
economic assessment or pilot plant experiments are not available. The literature also
states that there is a lack of process design and further development of the technology by
assessing cost, life cycles and sustainability [23].

To close this knowledge gap, this work proposes the first analysis of challenges and
issues in process development and suggests process designs for three different feedstocks.
Consequently, it contributes to the further development of the technology to a continuously
working process in a relevant size. This research aims at clarifying the thermophysical
framework of the Kolbe electrolysis. Secondly, the paper presents a basic process design
for the scale-up of selected processes. The properties of the products and feedstocks
were retrieved from literature and the process design for the Kolbe electrolysis of three
exemplary carboxylic acids was conducted.

2. Methodology
2.1. Thermophysical Data Survey

Several chemical and physical properties of the Kolbe feedstock and corresponding
Kolbe products were retrieved from literature for thermophysical behavior. The homolo-
gous series of saturated linear FAs showing a carbon chain length N from two to 18 carbon
atoms were considered as feedstock. The corresponding main products (linear alkanes)
with chain length 2n − 2 were assessed.

The following parameters were investigated for their impact on the Kolbe electrolysis
process design: melting and boiling point (Tmelt, Tboil) at ambient pressure, the water solu-
bility at 25 ◦C, the octanol/water partition coefficient at 25 ◦C (KOW), the acid dissociation
constant (pKa) and the critical micelle concentration of longer FAs (CMC). Kolbe electroly-
sis of carboxylic acids works only if the acids are deprotonated. Thus, the characteristics of
saponified FAs were investigated.

Data were mainly retrieved from the PubChem database and the property database of
the free process simulation software ChemSep V8.01 [24,25]. Melting points of FAs with at
least 8 carbon atoms were retrieved from Knother et al. [26]. Aqueous solubility of higher
FAs (C ≥ 8) and all alkanes were estimated by the group contribution model I [27].

The phase behavior and chemical appearance of the feedstock and products of the
Kolbe electrolysis were deduced from the retrieved data. This included the temperature-
depending prediction of the phase state, the dissociation of the FA, the aqueous solubility
at alkaline conditions, and the formation of micelles.

2.2. Process Development

Three different potential feedstocks and corresponding products were further ana-
lyzed as scenarios concerning process development: acetic acid/ethane, n-valeric acid/octane,
and lauric acid/docosane. The choice of carboxylic acids represents short, medium and
long chain feedstocks. Retrieved thermophysical data from literature and additional data
from Aspen Plus (Version 10, Aspentech, Boston, MA, USA) were used to decide on appro-
priate process steps. After the Kolbe electrolysis, a variety of different products are present
in the stream. Process units such as separators, pressure changers and heat exchangers
were considered for process development.

Every process stream was evaluated according to their composition. Based on the
composition, the most appropriate process unit was chosen. The goal was to produce no
waste streams and to reuse thermal energy as effectively as possible.
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2.2.1. Evaluations in Aspen Plus

Aspen Plus Version 10 was used to calculate binary vapor–liquid equilibrium diagrams
and to determine the equilibrium constants of esterification. NRTL (Non-random-two-
liquid model) was used as property method for both calculations. The NRTL activity
coefficient model allows for the calculation of liquid–liquid and vapor–liquid equilibria of
non-ideal mixtures. The activity coefficients were estimated using the modified UNIFAC
(Dortmund) model (Universal quasichemical functional group activity coefficients) within
the temperature range of the component’s ambient boiling points.

The energetic balance of the chemical reactions to the Kolbe products and major side
products was calculated based on Equation (9). vi and vFA are stoichiometric coefficients of
the corresponding compounds and of the FA. h0

F,i is the standard enthalpy of formation
of the corresponding compounds and were extracted from the Aspen Plus database. The
reaction equations and and the values of h0

F,i are summarized in Table A1. Additionally,
the enthalpy of combustion for each feedstock and main Kolbe product was calculated.

∆h0
R =

1
|vFA|∑

vi · h0
F,i (9)

The mid-chain scenario valeric acid/n-octane produces butanol as side product, which
reacts with the feedstock to ester and water in an equilibrium reaction. Its equilibrium
constant K is depicted in Equation (10). The values for the ester, water, alcohol, and acid
refer to their respective molar concentrations. K was calculated within the Aspen software
using an isothermal RGibbs reactor. The RGibbs reactor determines the thermodynamic
minimum of a reactive system and, thus, can be applied for the calculation of the equilibrial
states.

K =
[Ester]·[Water]
[Alcohol]·[Acid]

(10)

The process design further revealed that distillation is necessary to separate the ester
butyl valerate from the product n-octane. For the detection of possible azeotropes of this
separation, a T-xy-diagram of butyl valerate and n-octane was calculated at a pressure of 1
bar.

2.2.2. Quantification of Process Efficiency

For describing the Kolbe process efficiency, the maximum carbon efficiency, the
Coulomb efficiency, the minimum gravimetric charge requirement and a theoretical ener-
getic efficiency were calculated. These calculations all refer to the Kolbe main product; Side
reactions are not considered.

The maximum carbon efficiency (CE) reports the ratio of carbon in the product based
on the reactant’s carbon content [28]. The carbon efficiency (in %) is defined in Equation
(11). nC,i refer to the molar amount of carbon atoms in the feedstock (FS) and the product
(P). One can further represent the CE depending on the carbon chain length N in the
feedstock when considering the Kolbe reaction stoichiometry.

CE =
nC,P × 100

nC,FS
=

2×N− 2
2×N

× 100 (11)

Due to inefficiencies and side reactions in the electrochemical system, the actually
required charge for the formation of a product will always be higher than the theoretically
calculated charge. The Coulomb efficiency ηC is defined as the ratio between the theoretical
charge required for the formation of a product to the actually required charge. nth,e refers
to the molar amount of theoretically required electrons for the reaction, i.e., one mol of
transferred electrons per mole of converted molecules of the FA. nreal,e describes the actual
molar amount of electrons needed.

ηC =
nth,e × 100

nreal, e
(12)
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For the calculation of the minimum gravimetric charge requirement Qmin with the
unit C/kg, a Coulomb efficiency of 100% was assumed. z indicates the number of electrons
transferred per reaction. For the calculations in this paper, z equals two. F is the Faraday
constant. MP is the molar mass of the product.

Qmin =
z× F
MP

(13)

The maximum energetic efficiency ηen,max was calculated by Equation (14). hhvFA is
the molar higher heating value of the FA, ∆h0

R(Kolbe) is the standard enthalpy of the Kolbe
reaction, Emin is a minimum voltage of 2.5 V, as given by Stang and Harnisch and F is the
Faraday constant [20]. The origin of the equation is described in Appendix B.

ηen,max =
hhvFA + ∆h0

R(Kolbe)
hhvFA + Emin × F

(14)

3. Results
3.1. Properties of Pure Fatty Acids

The melting and boiling points of pure FAs in protonated form and their corresponding
Kolbe products are given in Figure 1. Small and medium-chain FAs up to nonanoic acid
(C9) exhibit melting points below 25 ◦C. Longer FA chains resolve in an increase in the
melting point up to 69.3 ◦C for stearic acid (C18). FAs of odd carbon chain length show
lower melting points than even FAs, while this effect mitigates with increasing chain length.

Figure 1. Melting and boiling point at ambient pressure of saturated fatty acids (FAs) and the Kolbe electrolysis products
thereof; the lowers x-axis refers to the FA carbon chain length N and the upper x-axis refers to its corresponding Kolbe dimer
chain length (2N−2); Blue dashed boxes indicate the compounds of the three scenarios (Sc.) discussed in Section 3.3 [24–26,29].

The corresponding products of the Kolbe electrolysis show a steady increase in melting
point. The melting points of medium and long-chain FAs (C ≥ 7) and their Kolbe products
differ by not more than 10 ◦C. Therefore, a separation of product and feedstock by solid–
liquid separation is unlikely.

The boiling points of the considered carboxylic acids increase nearly linear with chain
length from 118 ◦C for acetic acid to 383 ◦C for stearic acid. The boiling point of the
corresponding product is lower for alkanes smaller than tetradecane (C14) but higher for
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longer alkanes. The boiling points range from −89 ◦C for ethane to 467 ◦C for dotriacontane
(C34H70). At room temperature, the raw FAs are liquid with chain length ≤9 and solid with
longer chains. The dimeric products ethane and butane are gases at ambient conditions.
Except for these two compounds, the dimers appear in liquid state similar to the original FA.

The odd-even effect of the FA melting points is related to different intermolecular
forces in the solid FA phase. The solid FA phase consists of a two-layer structure with
alternating positioning of the carboxylic group. Even-numbered FAs allow a denser
packing, higher crystallinity and stronger molecular bonding. Therefore, a higher level of
thermal energy is required to overcome these cohesive forces, resulting in an increased
melting point [30].

3.2. Solubility of Fatty Acids and Their Products

The phase state of the FA is influenced by the presence of water and basic compounds,
such as sodium hydroxide. Table 1 gives the aqueous solubility and the logarithmic
Octanol/Water Partition Coefficient lgKOW of the different FAs, the corresponding sodium
soaps (NaFA) and the Kolbe dimers (R2). It is obvious that the water solubility of protonated
FAs strongly decreases with chain length. While acetic and propionic acid are fully miscible
in water at 25 ◦C, higher FAs are nearly insoluble. Sodium soaps are more water-soluble
than FAs.

Table 1. Aqueous solubility and logarithmic Octanol/Water partition coefficient (lgKOW) of fatty
acids, their sodium soaps (NaFA) and the corresponding Kolbe dimeric product (R2); aqueous
solubility at 25 ◦C unless stated otherwise.

FA Chain
Length Solubility lgKOW

[-] g/L [-]

FA [a,b] NaFA [a,c,d] R2
[b] FA [a] NaFA [a] R2

[a]

2 soluble soluble 0.68 −0.17 1.8
3 soluble soluble 0.12 0.33 2.9
4 60 0.02 0.79 −3.2 3.9
5 24 soluble 0.00 1.39 5.2
6 10.3 0.00 1.92 5.0
7 2.82 soluble 0.00 2.42 6.1
8 0.72 0.00 3.05 −1.38 7.2
9 0.21 70.4 [e] 0.00 3.42 8.2

10 0.06 0.00 4.09 8.4
11 0.01 22.4 [f] 0.00 4.42 10.2
12 0.00 50 0.00 4.60 11.2
13 0.00 1.86 0.00 12.1
14 0.00 <10 0.00 6.11 13.1
15 0.00 0.58 0.00 14.1
16 0.00 insoluble 0.00 7.17 15.0
17 0.00 0.00 16.1
18 0.00 insoluble 8.23

a [25], b [27], c [31], d [32], e near Krafft Point at 14 ◦C; f near Krafft Point.

The logarithmic Octanol/Water Partition Coefficient lgKOW indicates the distribution
of the compound in equal amounts of Octanol and Water and thus gives information about
its hydrophobic or hydrophilic property. A lgKOW of zero indicate equimolar distribu-
tion, while higher values reveal hydrophobicity. The Octanol/Water Partition Coefficient
for sodium butyrate and sodium octanoate is reported as −3.2 and −1.38, respectively,
illustrating the hydrophilic character of those compounds due to the deprotonation of
the carboxylic group [25]. Except for acetic acid, all the FAs exhibit a tendency towards
solubilization in the hydrophobic phase. The dimeric Kolbe products are pure hydrocar-
bons and naturally solubilize in hydrophobic phases. Therefore, the FA could dissolve in
the nonpolar phase generated by the production of the dimer during Kolbe electrolysis.
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Equimolar dosage of sodium hydroxide to the FA would inhibit the loss to the organic
phase.

The deprotonation of the FA improves its aqueous solubility, as shown above. The
dissociation equilibrium is described by the acid constant given as pKa. The pKa value of
FAs in the bulk phase, i.e., in sufficient distance to a phase interface, varies in the range
of 4.7 to 5 [25,29]. These acid constants show that at a low molar concentration of 20–40
µMol/L in water, the deprotonated and protonated forms of FA appear in equimolar
concentration. Furthermore, considerably higher pKa-values of up to 11 for long-chain
FAs are reported at an aqueous-nonpolar interface instead of in the bulk phase [33,34].
This implies that FAs are not deprotonated at a phase boundary unless highly alkaline
conditions are applied.

The desirable deprotonation of the FA happens at high pH-levels due to the addition
of alkaline compounds. For pH-adjustment and saponification, most basic monovalent
compounds are applicable. Alkali metals, such as sodium and potassium are most suitable.
Ammonia could work, if temperature and pH are not too high, as those parameters increase
fugacity and loss of ammonia into the gaseous phase. Multivalent metals, such as the
divalent calcium, form hardly soluble soap scum and are therefore the wrong choice in
Kolbe electrolysis of FAs [35].

Alkaline conditions also improve solubility (see Table 1). However, long-chain FA
salts remain poorly water-soluble [32]. Quast and Lucasson et al., reported the solubility of
saturated FAs at 20 ◦C depending on the pH-value [36,37]. The solubility at a pH of 11 was
up to two orders of magnitude higher than at pH 4. However, the maximum solubility for
the FAs of the chain lengths 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 did not exceed 54, 10, 0.86, 0.05 and 0.003
g/L, respectively.

In strongly alkaline conditions, long-chain FAs and alkali metals (Me+) form acid
soaps according to the following Equation (15) [38]. It is however unknown, whether this
interferes with Kolbe electrolysis.

2RCOO− + Me+ → Me(RCOO)−2 (15)

A further increase in the solubility is reached if the temperature is set above the Krafft
temperature TKrafft of the soap. The Krafft temperature, commonly used for specifying
surfactants, refers to an interception of the curves of solubility and critical micelle concen-
tration (CMC), as sketched in Figure 2. It also marks the temperature above which the
aqueous solubility increases rapidly [39].

Figure 2. Generalized phase diagram of alkali soaps, own depiction inspired by Ogino et al. [31].
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The Krafft temperature and the CMC of sodium soaps are given in Table 2. The Krafft
temperatures differ less than ±5 ◦C from the melting points of the corresponding FAs. If
more than one FA is present in a solution, the effective Krafft point lies between those of
the different compounds [40].

It is known that bigger alkali cations decrease the Krafft temperature and enable solu-
bilization of soap at lower temperatures [41]. Bulky cations, such as choline (N(CH3)3OH+),
are capable to further decrease the Krafft point of the respective soap. Substitution of
sodium as counter ion by potassium or choline lowers the Krafft point by 15 ◦C and 30 ◦C,
respectively [42,43]. It should be further noted, that salts influence the Krafft tempera-
ture [44]. However, the direction of influence depends on the combination of salt and soap,
i.e., different salts have either a salting-out or salting-in effect on the FAs.

The CMC values indicate that longer FAs have a stronger tendency to aggregate
as micelles. Sodium soaps of propionic or butyric acid reveal no micelle building at
25 ◦C below molar concentrations of 3.5 mol/L [45]. Potassium soaps exhibit comparable
micellization as sodium soaps [46]. An example given, the CMC of sodium hexanoate
and potassium hexanoate is reported as 145 and 126 g/L, respectively. The appearance of
inorganic salts, such as sodium chloride, destabilize the micelles of the FAs and lower the
solubility of FAs.

Table 2. Krafft temperature and critical micelle concentration (CMC) of different sodium soaps; CMC
at 25 ◦C, unless stated otherwise.

FA Chain Length TKrafft
[a,b] CMC [c,d]

[-] ◦C g/L

4 385.3 [e]

5 291.7 [e]

6 100.8 [e]

7 144.5 [e]

8 17.1 58.2
9 10.5 28.7
10 31.1 18.3
12 44.1 5.1
13 39.8
14 53.2 1.7
15 52.8
16 62.3 0.7
18 71 0.1

a [25], b [33], c [36], d [46]; e at 20 ◦C.

3.3. Basic Process Design

This section presents the basic process design for three different feedstocks: acetic acid
(CH3COOH), valeric acid (C4H9COOH), and lauric acid (C11H23COOH). Every process
scenario consists of a Kolbe reactor, a downstream product purification, and a recycling
loop for unconverted feedstock and catalyst. Where applicable, heating or cooling units
are added to the system.

The corresponding reactions take place in the Kolbe reactor that is treated as a black-
box model. The reaction equations are shown in Table 2. The assessed downstream
processing differs among the scenarios as the respective products show different thermo-
physical characteristics. However, since the gases hydrogen and carbon dioxide always
occur, a gas–liquid separation is part of each scenario. After an optional second separation
step, the unconverted feedstock and the alkaline catalyst are recycled back to the Kolbe
reactor. The Kolbe products might be further refined in separation steps to meet the re-
quired purity. Additionally, every process needs a thermal energy management with heat
exchanger equipment to convey away the heat generated in the electrolysis unit.
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3.3.1. Acetic Acid as Feedstock

The utilization of acetic acid as feedstock in a Kolbe process is depicted in Figure 3.
This compound is fully miscible in water and, thus, the Kolbe electrolysis (KE) can work at
ambient temperature. The initial acid concentration should be at least 1 mol/L, as higher
concentrations allow for a higher Coulomb efficiency and a lower cell voltage [47]. An
alkaline catalyst, such as sodium hydroxide, in equimolar concentration to the feedstock is
added to the feed.

Figure 3. Process flow diagram for the production of ethane via Kolbe electrolysis (KE: Kolbe
electrolysis, HX1: heat exchanger, SEP1: liquid–gas separation, P1: pump).

The excess heat during the reaction is then removed in a heat exchanger (HX1). The
products of the Kolbe electrolysis are all gaseous. Consequently, the first separation step
(SEP1) separates the gas from the liquid phase, which results in a simple process design.
If methane was produced according to Equation (8), it leaves the plant with the gaseous
product. The liquid is pumped back and mixed with fresh acetic acid (P1). Depending
on the concentration of acetic acid in the feed, a certain amount of the liquid has to be
discharged as purge stream to avoid an accumulation of water in the system. Since all
products are gaseous, the problem of gas bubbles in the liquid and on surfaces arises. This
phenomenon causes the effective electrode area in the electrolysis cell to decrease leading
to a lower reaction rate in the reactor compared to a gas-free electrode area.

Through the simple process design, a flexibilization of the process is easily doable.
Flexibly operating the electrolysis unit leads to a fluctuating mass flow in the process,
which can be regulated by the pump. Furthermore, the functioning of the separation
process is independent of the mass flows.

The carbon efficiency in this scenario is limited to 50%, as the stoichiometry of the
reaction requires two moles of carbon dioxide per mole of ethane produced. The energetic
efficiency is limited to 27.9%. The minimum charge required is 6,417,359 C per kg of Kolbe
product. With regard to a reported maximum current efficiency of 85% [47], the specific
charge per product would amount to 8,021,699 C/kg.

Further gas separation processes can be added to refine the gases (not depicted). Sepa-
ration of carbon dioxide would allow an injection of ethane, methane and hydrogen into
the gas grid. Usually, the injection of hydrogen leads to a lower Wobbe index in the gas grid
(Ws,H2 = 37.2 MJ/m3) [48]. The co-injection of ethane could compensate for the reduction in
Wobbe index (Ws,C2H6 = 57.5 MJ/m3) [48]. The same is true for the volumetric heating value,
which is lowered through the injection of hydrogen (LHVH2 = 9.8 MJ/m3) [48]. The lower
heating value of ethane could compensate for the reduction (LHVC2H6 = 58.9 MJ/m3) [48].
Reported values are valid at 25 ◦C and 1.013 bar.

3.3.2. Valeric Acid as Feedstock

The scenario shown in Figure 4 represents the conversion of the mid-chain FA valeric
acid to n-octane as the main product. The feedstock is a fully soluble aqueous mixture
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of valeric acid and the catalyst sodium hydroxide at ambient temperature. The potential
side-product 1-butanol tends to build esters with valeric acid, generating butyl valerate.

Figure 4. Process flow diagram for the production of n-octane via Kolbe electrolysis (KE: Kolbe
electrolysis, SEP1: liquid–liquid–gas separation, DIS1: distillation, HX1: heat exchanger, P1: pump).

The separator following the Kolbe electrolysis is a three-phase separator, which splits
the mixture into a gaseous phase, an aqueous phase and a nonpolar phase. The aqueous
phase of the first separation step contains water, 1-butanol and dissociated valeric acid.
Sodium valerate accumulates preferably in the aqueous phase as the values for lgKOW
for NaFAs in Table 1 indicate. The gaseous phase is mainly composed of hydrogen and
carbon dioxide. The nonpolar phase enters a distillation column DIS1, which is used to
purify octane as head product and to recover feedstock and the ester for recycling. The
aqueous phase and the distillation bottom product are both recycled. In this scenario, the
heat removal HX1 is integrated in the recycling loop, as higher temperatures are favorable
for the distillation input.

The nonpolar phase contains n-octane and poorly water-soluble butyl valerate [25].
Traces of polar components are also present in the nonpolar phase. Nevertheless, dissolved
valeric acid and butanol will be present in the stream sent to distillation in very small
amounts. Table 3 shows the boiling points of the present liquid compounds in the system.
The distillation process should not present difficulties. The boiling points of n-octane and
butyl valerate are far apart from each other and an additional check in Aspen Plus showed
no azeotrope for the compounds (see Appendix C). Eventually occurring non-idealities
introduced through the presence of certain compounds in the distillation column need to
be further investigated.

Table 3. Boiling points (at 1 bar) of the present compounds in the process [25].

Compound Boiling Point

Water 100 ◦C
1-butanol 117 ◦C
N-octane 126 ◦C

Butyl valerate 186 ◦C
Valeric acid 186 ◦C

Depending on the conversion rate and the initial feedstock concentration, the critical
micelle concentration of valeric acid (1.22 mol/L, see Table 2) might be exceeded. Therefore,
micelles could stabilize nonpolar droplets in the aqueous, which could cause problems in
the SEP1 unit. Destroying the micelles, for example by ultrasonic waves, might be necessary.
According to Aspen simulations, the ester equilibrium constant K of the esterification equals
2.7 × 106 (for T = 20 ◦C and p = 1 bar). Consequently, the equilibrium is shifted towards
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the ester and water and can tremendously affect the composition of the mixtures at every
point of the process.

The longer carbon chain of valeric acid in comparison to acetic acid allows a theoretical
carbon efficiency of 80%. The mass-specific minimum charge is 1,691,681 C/kg. Stang and
Harnisch reported a Coulomb efficiency for the conversion of valeric acid and their Coulomb
efficiency reached up to 90% [20]. The maximum energetic efficiency is 54.6%. The product
n-octane is widely applicable in chemical industry or potentially high-grade fuel.

3.3.3. Lauric Acid as Feedstock

Processing lauric acid to docosane requires a simple process design (Figure 5). The
lower temperature limit of the Kolbe electrolysis is set by the melting point of docosane at
45.1 ◦C. Excess usage of potassium hydroxide is proposed to lower the Krafft temperature
of the lauric acid soap and increase the solubility further. A pH value higher than 9.3
would avoid micellization of potassium laurate [49].

Figure 5. Process flow diagram for the production of docosane via Kolbe electrolysis (KE: Kolbe
electrolysis, HX1: heat exchanger, SEP1: liquid–liquid–gas separation, P1: pump).

The feedstock enters the Kolbe electrolysis and afterwards the three-phase separator.
Similarly to the scenario converting valeric acid, the gaseous product mainly consists of
carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The deprotonated lauric acid remains in the aqueous phase.
The alcoholic side-product 1-undecanol and the corresponding ester undecyl laurate are
highly hydrophobic and, therefore, accumulate in the nonpolar phase. The risk of a stable
liquid–liquid emulsion is relatively low, as the high pH-value decreases surface activity of
the lauric acid, as Saleeb et al. demonstrated [50]. The heat exchanger HX1 is integrated
with the recycling loop because high temperatures in SEP1 avoid precipitation of solids in
the three-phase-decanter and enables a better gas separation through a lower gas solubility
at higher temperatures.

The theoretical carbon efficiency is 92% and the maximum energetic efficiency ηen,min
is 75.9%. The reaction requires a charge of 622,343 C per kg of product assuming ideal
conditions. The product can be used as a part of lubricants or in cosmetics. Depending on
the application, further purification might be necessary. A distillation of the liquid product
is not applicable as docosane decomposes before its boiling point of 369 ◦C is reached.

3.4. Comparision of the Scenarios

Table 4 summarizes the main properties of the Kolbe scenarios under investigation.
The conversion of short-chain FAs generates gaseous hydrocarbons, while mid and long-
chain FAs produce liquid products. The downstream processing has to be chosen according
to the thermophysical properties of the present compounds. In general, the product is
always easily removable from the aqueous phase, either as gas or as organic phase.
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Table 4. Properties of the Kolbe processes based on three different linear saturated FA.

Feedstock Acetic Acid Valeric Acid Lauric Acid

Product Ethane n-octane Docosane

Side products Hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
methane

Hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
1-butanol, butyl valerate

Hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
1-undecanol, undecyl laurate

Catalyst amount Equimolar to feedstock Equimolar to feedstock Excess molar to feedstock,
preferably KOH

Downstream processing Liquid–gas separation Liquid–liquid–gas separation
and distillation Liquid–liquid–gas separation

Product utilization Natural gas substitute,
specialty gas Specialty chemicals, fuel Lubricant, cosmetics

Max. carbon efficiency [a] 50% 80% 92%
Required charge per product
[a,b] 6,417,359 C/kg 1,691,681 C/kg 622,343 C/kg

Maximum energetic efficiency 27.9% 54.6% 75.9%
Operating temperature ≈20 ◦C ≈20 ◦C >45.1 ◦C [c]

a assuming no formation of side products; b assuming a Coulomb efficiency of 100%; c above Krafft point.

The possible utilization pathways of the products differ broadly due to their respective
properties. The addition of an alkaline catalyst is crucial for all systems, but most important
with long-chain FAs due to its impact on aqueous FA solubility. Concerning the best carbon
yield and lowest product-specific charge requirement, long-chain FAs are favorable as
feedstock. The melting points of the products indicate the minimum Kolbe temperature
applicable.

3.5. General Aspects of Process Design

The following sections summarize aspects that have to be considered for process
development.

The acid-base equilibrium can influence the process design. Alcohols and esters are
side-products of the Kolbe electrolysis (Equations (5) and (6)). The equilibrium influences
the availability of compounds in the streams for reaction in the Kolbe electrolysis. Espe-
cially, distillation processes are subject to the equilibrium since the concentrations change
significantly on the different stages.

The evolution of gaseous products could lead to process difficulties in the electrochem-
ical reactor and the separation step. Extensive foam production and coverage of electrode
surfaces could increase the electric resistance in the system. Foam could also appear during
the product separation step.

Flexibilizing the electricity demand as a response to a volatile regenerative energy
generation is one major advantage of the process. The Kolbe electrolyser and the first
separation step for small and medium-chain FAs work at ambient temperatures and, thus,
need no heat-up phase after restarting. For long-chain FA electrolysis, the reactor probably
needs proper insulation and slightly longer start-up time, until the designated temperature
is reached. The flexible operation of a distillation column (scenario based on valeric acid)
is more challenging. However, increasing the volume for product storage after the first
separation step would allow a continuous feed to the distillation column. The flexibilization
of the processes does not pose extreme difficulties and should be easily implementable.

Through the reaction in the electrolysis cell, the concentration of the carboxylic acid
after the cell will decrease. To maintain a high concentration in the electrolysis process, a
high feed concentration of the carboxylic acid to the process has to be applied. A purge
stream might be required to avoid the accumulation of side products and impurities or for
removal of surplus water. A purge stream is not necessary if the side products are removed
as traces with the main product stream. The excess heat, generated by the electrolysis, has
to be preferably removed from the recycling stream. In some cases, the generated heat is
beneficial for further separation steps such as distillation or the separation in the scenario
with lauric acid to avoid the solidification of the product stream.
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The possible separation pathways for the products of the Kolbe electrolysis differ
broadly but rely on standard equipment. The three scenarios illustrate that the Kolbe
product can either be removed as gaseous phase or as organic phase in an ordinary settler.
A second downstream step, such as distillation, might be necessary for further purification.
All of the processes are applicable in well-established apparatus and thus should be easily
and cost-efficiently deployed. It can be assumed that the investment cost of such a plant is
low since all required process equipment is based on standard components in the three
presented cases. Furthermore, pressure and temperature are moderate. Low investment
cost would be beneficial for a flexible operation of the plant since less full load hours
increase the impact of investment cost on the overall production cost.

4. Discussion

The addition of alkaline catalyst in the three scenarios was chosen to assure depro-
tonation and to gain high solubility of the FA. However, as alkaline conditions catalyze
the further oxidation of the radical dimer to the corresponding carbenium ion, this could
support the production of the alcohol and olefin side products [8,9]. As the pH value near
the electrode can be significantly lower than in the bulk, it remains unclear whether this
non-Kolbe product selectivity actually happens or not [8,20]. The solubility of short and
medium-chain FAs is less critical but, in the case of long-chain FAs, this can cause problems
due to contradicting requirements. This conflict can be solved by adding a supporting
electrolyte to the solution which is capable to lower the Krafft temperature of the FA.
Bulky salts of organic cations such as tetrabutylammonium bromide are suitable for this
purpose [44].

The three presented process designs are specific to the feedstocks used. Nevertheless,
every Kolbe process will generally be similar containing an electrolysis unit, a recycle
stream, a pump, heat transfer equipment and a separation of products and side products
from the stream sent to recycling. With a similar process design based on standard equip-
ment, the low investment costs and load flexibility of the process can be transferred to
other processes based on a different feedstock. The process design has to be validated with
a process simulation and experimental data to confirm the chosen processes. For example,
it can be argued that an additional gas dryer is necessary for the scenario acetic acid before
the gas can be injected into the gas grid. Another example is the purification through
distillation in the scenario using valeric acid as feedstock. Here, the acid-base equilibrium
can influence the purity of the head product.

Two effects that have not been discussed is foaming and fouling. Since the operational
experience of continuously working cells is limited, the effects on the process cannot be
assessed. The amphiphilic character of FAs makes them surface-active compounds and
leads to enrichment at polar-disperse phase boundaries. They accumulate at the interface
of aqueous and gaseous phase and most probably at water-organic liquid phases as well. It
can be assumed that the surface, consisting of generated gas bubbles of CO2, H2 or gaseous
hydrocarbons, will be stabilized by the FAs. Foam formation can be problematic for gas
removal. Further studies are mandatory to clarify the importance of this issue. Fouling
has not been analyzed yet. It can be assumed that fouling on the electrodes lowers the
efficiency of the process. Research has to be conducted on whether fouling poses a problem
in Kolbe electrolysis.

Reliable data on the conversion of carboxylic acids via Kolbe electrolysis are not
available yet. Several studies show the feasibility of Kolbe electrolysis, but the complex
interaction of the numerous parameters is not presented consistently. Due to the vague
data availability, this paper could not present a simulation of the processes. To address
this research gap, experimental data focusing on the information required for process
development are needed. Investigations on parameters such as side product generation,
coulomb efficiencies, heat generation, kinetics and recycling rates in the electrochemical
cell are important for further development. In particular, the side product generation and
the effects of side products (from the recycling stream) in the electrolysis cell have to be
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investigated. Furthermore, the optimal operating conditions and setup of the cell have to
be determined. As an example, the coulomb efficiencies for the conversion of valeric acid
to n-octane range from 40% to 90% (reaction conditions differ) [14,20,22,51]. The selectivity
ranges from 40% to 96% [14,20,22,51]. Nilges et al. reported a product distribution for a
1 M valeric acid feed between n-octane, n-butyl valerate and butanol of 72%, 18% and 2%,
respectively [14]. A lower feed concentration leads to a higher fraction of byproducts [14].
Another study reports at room temperature a product composition of 40% n-octane and
55–60% esters [20]. At 4 ◦C, the fraction of n-octane increases to 57% and the fraction os
esters is 40% [20]. In both cases, minor fractions of ketones, alcohols and dibutyl peroxide
could be found [20]. The fraction of the byproduct alcohol is of minor importance. The
formed ester is of higher importance for process design.

The reaction enthalpies of the Kolbe reaction, as well as the side reactions towards
alcohols and esters, reveal a slightly positive value indicating endothermic conditions
ranging from 21–125 kJ/mol (see Table 2). However, the minimum electrical input exceeds
the reaction enthalpy by two orders of magnitude. The surplus of electric work increases
the temperature in the Kolbe reactor. Therefore, it is necessary to remove heat from the
reactor, either by a cooling system or with the fluid stream leaving the reactor. The energetic
efficiency is rather low as the determined theoretical maximum reaches not more than 76%.
Acetic acid has a relatively low higher heating value but consumes the same amount of
electricity on a molar basis as long-chain FAs. Therefore, the energetic efficiency of acetic
acid conversion is lower than of longer FA conversions.

The high electric demand is mainly driven by the relatively high voltage applied to
gain sufficient conversion rates. The assumed voltage of 2.5 V was presented as a minimum
and other authors report much higher voltage of up to 29 V [10]. For reducing the electric
power demand, the decrease in the voltage applied is crucial. Further development of
catalyzing electrodes could possibly improve process efficiency.

5. Conclusions

The results shown above present a first step towards a process development of a
continuously working electrochemical conversion of carboxylic acids to hydrocarbons.
Based on thermophysical parameters and process design for three scenarios, the study
investigated the challenges and opportunities of a continuously working Kolbe process.

The different products of a Kolbe electrolysis differ in properties and applicability. The
optional products range from gaseous or liquid fuels to specialty chemicals. The theoretical
ideal carbon efficiency and mass-specific charge requirement improve with longer FA chain
length. The alkaline catalyst takes on an important role during the solubilization of the
FA in an aqueous medium. In addition, most Kolbe products will be found in an organic
phase allowing for easy separation from the aqueous phase.

The three scenarios illustrate the different characteristics during the process, espe-
cially in downstream processing. Every process involves a gas separation step. Further
separations such as organic phase separation or distillation might be necessary for some
processes. In general, the Kolbe process relies on simple standard process equipment with
low investment costs. Additionally, the process can be easily flexibilized since most process
steps can deal with fluctuating mass flows in the process.

It was not possible to include kinetic data, selectivity parameters or yields into the
scenario, as the data in literature are based on different conceptual designs and batch
experiments. Furthermore, no data were available regarding specific requirements for
downstream processing. Process simulations fed with experimental data allow for further
investigations of the production process. From the simulation, calculated material and
energy balances can subsequently be used to assess the processes in terms of economics
and sustainability.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Standard enthalpies of formation ∆h0
F,i at 25 ◦C and 1.013 bar at given phase state (g, l);

values were retrieved from Aspen Plus database.

Compound ∆h0
F,i Compound ∆h0

F,i Compound ∆h0
F,i

kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol

H2O(l) −285.8
CO2(g) −393.5
H2(g) 0.0

CH3COOH(l) −457.1 C4H9COOH(l) −541.3 C11H23COOH(l) −738.6
C2H6(g) −83.8 C8H18(l) −250.2 C22H46(l) −603.6
CH4(g) −74.5 C4H9OH(l) −328.6 C11H23OH(l) −506.5

C9H18O2(l) −614.0 C23H46O2(l) −886.8 [a]

[a] The Aspen Plus database does not contain this compound (undecanoic laurate); thus, its enthalpy of formation
was estimated based on its chemical structure within Aspen Plus.

Table 2. Reactions considered for process development in the Kolbe electrolysis cell with respective enthalpy of reaction
∆h0

R per mol of converted fatty acid at 25 ◦C and 1.013 bar; phase states of the compounds involved are considered as given
in Table A1.

Producttitle Reaction Equation ∆h0
R

Processing of acetic acid kJ/mol

Kolbe product: ethane 2 CH3COOH→ C2H6 + H2 + 2 CO2 −21.7
Side product: methane 2 CH3COOH→ 2 CH4 + 2 CO2 10.9

Processing of valeric acid

Kolbe product: n-octane 2 C4H9COOH→ C8H18 + H2 + 2 CO2 22.6
Side product: 1-butanol 2 C4H9COOH + 2 H2O→ 2 C4H10O + 2 H2 + 2 CO2 104.9

Side product: butyl valerate 2 C4H9COOH→ C9H18O2 + H2 + CO2 37.5

Processing of lauric acid

Kolbe product: docosane 2 C11H23COOH→ C22H46 + H2 + 2 CO2 43.3
Side product: 1-undecanol 2 C11H23COOH + 2 H2O→ 2 C11H24O + 2 H2 + 2 CO2 43.3

Side product: undecyl laurate 2 C11H23COOH→ C23H46O2 + H2 + CO2 98.5

Appendix B

Appendix B describes the calculation of the maximum energetic efficiency ηen,max in
detail. The calculation of a theoretical energetic efficiency is the energy balance on the
Kolbe reactor. For an energy balance on the Kolbe electrolysis reactor, the relevant inputs
are the electric work wel,min and the enthalpy of the FA hin. The output is the enthalpy of
the product hout (all on a molar basis, Equation (A1)). All calculations described here rely
on the assumption that all input and output compounds appear at 25 ◦C and 1.013 bar.
Furthermore, a Coloumb efficiency of 100% was assumed.

ηen,max =
hout

hin + wel,min
(A1)
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The higher heating value hhvFA of the feedstock in kJ/mol can be used to describe
the enthalpy input hin. Differences in temperature of the input and output streams are
negligible due to the mild temperatures during Kolbe electrolysis. If the pure-substance
molar enthalpies are known, the hhvFA of the hydrocarbon CaHbOc can be calculated by
Equation (A2). The enthalpy output hout can be expressed as the sum of hhvFA and its the
reaction enthalpy during Kolbe electrolysis ∆h0

R(Kolbe).

hhvFA = −∆h0
R(combustion) = −

(
−h0

F,FA −
(

a +
b
4
− c

2

)
× h0

F,O2
+ a× h0

F,CO2 +
b
2
× h0

F,H2O

)
(A2)

wel,min = qmin,molar × Emin = z× F× Emin (A3)

The minimum electric energy input wel,min is the product of the transferred electric
charge and voltage (Equation (A3)). The minimum specific electric charge qmin,molar is
determined by the minimum electron transfer during Kolbe electrolysis. z of the feedstock
is 1 and, therefore, qmin,molar equals the Faraday constant F. The minimum electric voltage
Emin depends on the operating conditions. One theoretical value given in literature is
2.5 V [20]. These assumptions allow the calculation of the energetic efficiency ηen,max as
given by Equation (A4). The values for hhvFA, ∆h0

R(Kolbe), wel,min and ηen,max for the three
investigated scenarios are given in Table A3.

ηen,max =
hhvFA + ∆h0

R(Kolbe)
hhvFA + Emin × F

(A4)

Table A3. Molar higher heating value of the FAs hhvFA, the reaction enthalpy of the Kolbe process
∆h0

R(Kolbe), the minimum electric work and the maximum theoretical energetic efficiency of the
three scenarios.

Unit Scenario
Acetic Acid

Scenario
Valeric Acid

Scenario
Lauric Acid

hhvFA kJ/mol 901.5 2855.3 7413.1
∆h0

R(Kolbe) kJ/mol 21.7 22.6 43.3
wel,min kJ/mol 2412.1 2412.1 2412.1
ηen,max % 27.9 54.6 75.9

Appendix C

The effect of pressure on the vapor liquid equilibrium of the binary mixture containing
butyl valerate and n-octane is shown in Figure A1. The T-x-y-diagram shows no azeotropes.

Figure A1. T-x-y-diagram of butyl valerate and n-octane for various pressures.
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